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; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics YORK, March 5, the United States Golf (USA Golf) on Tuesday announced that
adidas Golf has become the 2016 Brazil Olympics US Olympic golf team uniforms provider.
Adidas Team USA will provide uniforms, in addition it will also introduce "USA Golf" brand clothing. An official representing the
United States Golf shirt design in 2015, announced in early 2016. 
It is not clear that the progress of the golf course how well the 2016 Olympic Games. The duration of the delay has been from the
earliest possible test match postponed to early next year in 2016. 
"to achieve this, we spent more than we planned." Vice President of International Golf Foundation Thailand - Wo Tao (Ty Votaw)
said. In the operation of the Foundation golf into the Olympics. 
When asked when the grass field workers, Thailand - Wo Tao replied: "Soon." 
now still do not know which game will be the test match, but the newly created Latin American Amateur Championship has been
mentioned, most likely to be used to test Gill - Hans (Gil Hanse) designs. 
Thailand - Wo Tao also said that the International Golf Foundation has quickly develop a good, qualified for the Olympic standard.
Men's and women's competition will be held in two weeks in a row, the first men's tournament will include 60 elected according to the
world ranking players. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partners: shoes
famous network of global fashion brand network)
NIKE this year is definitely the blossom everywhere, all kinds of new technology, new shoes issued taylor. Including the number that
lead the revolution and cheap shoes foot -- Nike Roshe Run. 
Although 

is a new product in 2012, in the design as early as 2010 of the fall has been started, when the cause of the creation of this pair of
shoes is completely at a low price as the starting point, which is derived from a Sportswear brainstorm in a session Nike focus: to a
low price to create value". However, the name of the name Run Roshe is more interesting, an earlier site has been a period of time
on this shoe designer Raasch Dylan's visit, which has a special discussion around Run Roshe. Designer Raasch Dylan has been
fond of practicing meditation, Zen, and Roshe this name comes from the name Zen master Roshi, because the legal reasons had to
change the E, I, so it has a smooth Roshe Run Nike. 
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< br / > ; recently, new balance for its MRL696DX series of shoes to push the new color, upper is made of soft suede leather, with
minimalist black tone constitute the main body with brown tongue against the background, vamp and the shoe body with air holes,
visible breathable performance has improved, to provide a better wearing comfort, the sole use of the portable Revlite material build,
comfortable Jiaogan stepped up, can feel to get. At present, the shoes have been on sale in the HAVEN online store, priced at 123
dollars. (Editor: YOYO)
Nike SB and Boston Concepts to maintain long-term close cooperation, the two sides had launched lobster themed Dunk Low SB
Low and "When Pigs Fly" Dunk Hi SB were a great success. The shoes from the Boston Concepts store employees involved in the
design, to the children during the Christmas season will be the parents forced to wear "ugly" Christmas sweater for design
inspiration, this fun tradition followed so far, the most popular Christmas pastime project of First, people are even competitions most
"ugly" Christmas sweater at the party. 
shoes using Nike SB Dunk SB classic high-top shoes, printed on gray fabric material uppers Ruanmian traditional Christmas
sweater always inclusions snowman, Christmas flowers, snow and other patterns, and auxiliary green Swoosh and outsole and a red
tongue and inside of the match, full of Christmas elements. Left foot insole using contrasting colors red, yellow, and printed Concepts
logo. Designers hope that these colors, patterns and materials, so that this particular shoe like "ugly" Christmas sweater as
"annoying", full of joy, to add a different kind of Christmas atmosphere. 
Nike Dunk High Premium SB Concepts will be held on December 15 the first landing Nikestore.com.cn pre-sale, and on December
19 by the Beijing Xidan Joy City store Nike extreme sports, Wuhan Zhongshan Ocean Department Store Nike limit sports stores,
Urumqi Life Plaza Zhongshan Luya Xin Nike extreme sports stores, FLY, HERO and other local skateboard shop and KIN, Begins,
out of print space, shops for sale.
[Chinese shoes Network - Scroll News] near the entrance exam and, more recently, many parents are even popular in such a
statement: To take the exam for children to buy a set of clothes to wear with a check mark, so the child Volume will face full of pigeon.
Thus, some parents give their children to spend a few hundred dollars or a thousand dollars of emergency repairing the body Nike, I
hope good luck in FIG. 
reporter visited a number of shopping malls in Jilin Nike counters, see the Nike brand's sales are very popular, according to sales
personnel, the recent candidate to buy shoes and clothes for many parents, mostly to plan a good luck. 
Parents want their children to get good grades this idea is to understand, and it is very normal, but parents want to buy some goods
things to pray for a child to test out a good result, but it is very sensible, Jilin school education expert guidance center of Li water
suggest that the majority of parents, should just normal to look at the exam. Water Li said: "Students want to achieve good results in
the most should do is to consolidate and expand the results of his review, by our students a good learning quality, the heart quality,
good learning methods, and real learning behavior to achieve good results, is worth promoting, we recommend the majority of
parents with a peace of mind to face the college entrance examination, to face the exam of children "(Chinese shoes Network - the
most authoritative and most professional shoe News Cooperation Media: Yoshihiro net garment News)
; ; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] Recently, the world's leading sports shoe manufacturer Nike with 5,500 cans, 2,000
plastic bottles, and 50,000 CD and DVD in Shanghai to build up a new Nike concept store. More commendable is that, although it is
entirely built on a scrap shoe store, but in appearance, and no trace of waste utilization. This project consists of the development of
Taiwan's small intellectual design the Company is responsible for planning.

It is understood that, as early as 2008, Nike made with foam and synthetic leather basketball shoes graceful appearance. Not long
ago, Nike has released a database according to different material properties, for designer reference. According to one designer, he
said the company hopes to produce the Nike could "infinitely recycled" goods. 

This new concept of the Nike store the most significant feature is its roof. The roof assembly with DVD, with rice bran reinforcement,
movable, using a suspension design, which is made of metal pipe 5278 aluminum cans. The entire store does not use any glue,
relies entirely on physical assembled structures can be disassembled when needed and recycling. According to the company
introduced a small intellectual development, this three-story building temporary 50% lighter than traditional building, but to meet
seismic, fire and other needs. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News, Media
Partner: Apparel IT ; global fashion brand network)
Sports players Reebok Classic Leather TRAIL launched a new series of shoes
2013-04-03 11:39:17 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: kidulty] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network April 3 hearing, retro CP (stores) the other way now, and every day the outfit with a pair of classic shoes
engraved by the pursuit of a public trend of people. Reebok brand fashion style conform to this unit in 2013 pushing the main concept
Retro Running will launch a variety of classic shoes engraved relive countless classic legend. 

Following the first wave of retro GL6000, we will follow is celebrating the 30th anniversary of the Classic Leather jogging shoes.
"Thirtysomething" not worth commemorating, while Reebok also forget more development and improvement of this classic, we can
continue to have ushered in the next anniversary. In the 1980s, gold (stores) era that jogging shoes, Reebok running shoes concept at
half half combination of casual shoes Ganso Classic Leather. Thirty years later, although its appearance and technology have



become very simple, but this did not affect Reebok running shoes brought nostalgic retro taste. 

Classic Leather TRAIL's new shoes is the original classic models of Classic Leather little improvement, retains the classic retro
suede leather and nylon mesh upper with the same time the basic design was modified will be the sole before hands hole bottom
increases to reduce weight. Textured outsole also has a new change, we tend to casual style. 

Related news
< p > founded by American designer Jeffrey Campbell's namesake footwear brand launched the shoes always in retro with
fashionable elements, he recently designed a pair of full of metallic Rizzle-M leather boots, if you love rock music to stimulate a
sense, such shoes should will very much to your mind! 

< p > boots body is a beautiful rose gold leather, vamp mixed a variety of common elements, such as and shoe body such as
shoelaces, across in the upper shoe buckle and so on, and like a Roman bindings of concavo convex lines, full of uninhibited style of
punk and rock music, have to admire the changing ideas of Jeffrey Campbell. And in fact the laces and buckles are not useless,
because the side is the one with the color of the zipper, wearing is very convenient, casual. Like a friend now can go to ssense.com
to buy, priced at $$215 (about $1667 dollars). 
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